WE ARE HIRING!
ROLE - SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER (REACT JS)
As a Senior Software Engineer, you will be working with product
development teams focused on building a next-generation, enterprise,
core wealth management platform for UK, US, and European clients,
using state-of-the-art cloud-native technologies today.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
Work with your team comprising of Product Owners, Dev leads, Architects and Test
Engineers to design and build the WealthOS platform, focusing on both business
features and non-functional requirements.
Consistently maintain code quality and best practices of the organisation. You are also
expected to proactively recommend enhancements.
Test your code - we have a strong culture of developer testing.
Participate in code reviews (both in reviews of your own code and in reviewing code of
team members).
Work in an agile environment and take full ownership of your work - this includes fixing
what you break :)
Stay up-to-date on the latest updates to your tech stack.

YOU MIGHT BE THE ‘ONE’ IF:
You have a collaborative, positive attitude - we are a close-knit team, and are looking
for someone who will fit right in.
You have a creative streak in you - an eye for design and attention to detail.
You take responsibility for your work and are not afraid to try new things.
You have spent two years or more working as a developer in an agile environment.
You have proficiency in JavaScript/TypeScript, including DOM manipulation and the
JavaScript object model.
You have a good understanding of React.js fundamentals and core principles that
governs rendering.
You have in-depth knowledge of SCSS/CSS and HTML.
You have knowledge of newer EcmaScript notations.
You have familiarity with RESTful APIs.
You have knowledge in unit testing and perf testing (using mocha, jest, enzyme).
Experience in cloud computing is a definite plus.

For the right fit, we’re looking to offer a USD pegged, above-market rate compensation
package with an option to own shares in WealthOS UK. We follow flexible hours, and
have a hybrid working culture. We are an equal opportunity employer and value
diversity at our company.

ABOUT US
At WealthOS, we are absolutely passionate about changing the
fundamental nature of the wealth management industry through
technological innovation. We believe that upgrading out-of-date, nondigital friendly tech will empower everyday people like us by giving
financial security and equal access to high-quality wealth management
products and services.
So starting with the UK, we are changing the wealth tech landscape and
updating the industry by building an enterprise (B2B) wealth management
platform. We are looking for passionate, curious and smart people to join
WealthOS on this journey.
We are global; headquartered in the UK with the core product and
engineering team in Sri Lanka, testing team in Russia, subject matter
experts in the UK, and our first client targets in UK and Europe!

APPLY NOW
Send your resume to chamat@wealthos.cloud
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